
(ADVANCED LESSON) - WALKTHROUGH DEMO FOR BATCH EXTRACTION MODE  

Hi,  

This is a step by step walkthrough lesson, that you can follow to understand the batch extraction mode and learn how to 

generate batch search urls for your needs.  

In this lesson, we will be downloading results for women who like jameson whiskey.. for each city in California.  

This may seem like a long lesson, but do follow each step, and you’ll be able to do it much faster the next time round. It’s 

actually quite simple to do.  

REQUIREMENTS 

- Google Docs (Free) / Excel 

- basic knowledge of spreadsheets and how they work.  

- FB GraphBeast 

- About 10 minutes 

 

STEP 1: 

Search for: 

 

STEP 2: 

Copy and Paste the URL in the address bar to notepad. It should look like this: 

https://www.facebook.com/search/112099748803030/likers/females/intersect  

STEP 3: 

Search for: 

 

STEP 4: 



Copy the url to notepad. It should look like this: 

https://www.facebook.com/search/112483542097587/residents/present/112099748803030/likers/females/intersect 

 

STEP 5: INSPECT & IDENTIFY THE PARTS OF THE URL THAT CORRESPOND TO THE “LOCATION”  

 

“Women who like Jameson Irish Whiskey (Jameson)”: 

https://www.facebook.com/search/112099748803030/likers/females/intersect  

 

“Women who like Jameson Irish Whiskey (Jameson) and live in United Kingdom”  

https://www.facebook.com/search/112483542097587/residents/present/112099748803030/lik

ers/females/intersect 

The parts highlighted in yellow correspond to our first search “Women who like Jameson Irish Whiskey (Jameson)”. Now.. if 

we take a closer look, we can figure that 112099748803030 is the id for the page “Jameson Irish Whiskey (Jameson)” because 

that id number is repeated in both search urls.  

Based on this, we can assume that 112483542097587 refers to the id of the location or a facebook calls it, “Place”. In this 

example it’s United Kingdom.  

So now we have three distinct parts of the url: 

1. https://www.facebook.com/search/ 

2. %Location ID%/ 

3. residents/present/112099748803030/likers/females/intersect  

 

Now.. if we have a list of location IDs, we can easily use Excel or Google Docs to create multiple urls by substituting the 

location id with our ids. 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/search/


STEP 5: EXTRACT A LIST OF LOCATION IDS 

Load FB GraphBeast and extract the results of the following “Places” search 

 

 

STEP 5: CREATE URLS FOR BATCH SEARCH 

Now… Open the CSV file “cities-in-california.csv” in Google Docs or Excel.  

 

 

 

Copy the entire column ID into a new spreadsheet 

  



STEP 6:  

Your new spreadsheet should look like this..  

 

 

 

  



STEP 7: INSERT URL PARTS 

Based on what we found out in Step 5, we can create a simple Excel formula to build our urls based on the ids… 

="https://www.facebook.com/search/" & a2 & "/residents/present/112099748803030/likers/females/intersect" 

Copy and paste this formula into row 2 of the 2nd column. (Cell B2) 

 

 

 

After inserting the formula in Cell B2 your spreadsheet should look like this: 

 

 

 

  



STEP 8: CREATE BATCH URLS 

Click on Cell B2, and click the edge of the small blue box and drag it down all the way to the last row of the IDs… 

 

 

 

You now have a list of batch urls that you can dump in FBGB to perform a batch extraction. Go ahead and click on a few of the 

links to test if it works..  

 

You can download the same spreadsheet I used in this tutorial here: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1344GSzB0e2YNvUh3FoQGxQCqotas4aGczVLKqtV8Ftc/edit?usp=sharing 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1344GSzB0e2YNvUh3FoQGxQCqotas4aGczVLKqtV8Ftc/edit?usp=sharing


STEP 8: PERFORM BATCH EXTRACTION 

Copy all the urls you just created and paste them into FBGraphBeast’s Batch Extraction Tab… 

… give your campaign a  name  

 and click start to begin the extraction.  

 

 

STEP 8: DONE 

I hope this walkthrough gives you a good idea of how you can use FbGraphBeast to extract really specific searches from 

Facebook, and break down your searches by understanding the urls.  

All the best! 

- Ash 


